We aim to characterize how different speakers contribute to the perceived output quality of multi-speaker Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis. We automatically rate the quality of TTS using a neural network (NN) trained on human mean opinion score (MOS) ratings. First, we train and evaluate our NN model on 13 different TTS and voice conversion (VC) systems from the ASVSpoof 2019 Logical Access (LA) Dataset. Since it is not known how best to represent speech for this task, we compare 8 different representations alongside MOSNet frame-based features. Our representations include image-based spectrogram features and x-vector embeddings that explicitly model different types of noise such as T60 reverberation time. Our NN predicts MOS with a high correlation to human judgments. We report prediction correlation and error. A key finding is the quality achieved for certain speakers seems consistent, regardless of the TTS or VC system. It is widely accepted that some speakers give higher quality than others for building a TTS system: our method provides an automatic way to identify such speakers. Finally, to see if our quality prediction models generalize, we predict quality scores for synthetic speech using a separate multi-speaker TTS system that was trained on LibriTTS data, and conduct our own MOS listening test to compare human ratings with our NN predictions.
Introduction
The ability to automatically judge the quality of speech is an open and active research area, gaining more attention recently due to the predictive power of deep neural networks (NNs). Speech quality assessment can be used in various wide-ranging tasks, from speech enhancement to voice conversion (VC) and text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis. In particular, the ability to automatically assess synthetic speech would result in large gains in the field such as faster and more efficient evaluation savings from expensive listening tests. If there was an automatic speech quality prediction tool, it could be used for rapid assessment and comparison of models and it would facilitate design decisions including stopping criterion for TTS training.
It is widely accepted that some speakers give higher quality than others for building a TTS system. This is true across different types of TTS systems, from HMM-based and DNN-based statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS), to encoder-decoder models and neural vocoders. Likewise, it is becoming more commonplace to use large multi-speaker corpora for TTS training [1] . Often these large corpora of natural speech, such as LibriTTS [2] , are of variable recording quality. While it was once preferable to train TTS systems on speech from studio-quality professional voice actors -the multi-speaker corpora are very useful for multi-speaker TTS.
Multi-speaker TTS systems, such as [1] , learn simultaneously a common sound-to-phoneme mapping and the nuances of each speaker's individual voice.
One recent advancement in automatic speech quality assessment was MOSNet [3] , which extended similar work from Quality-Net [4] . The MOSNet system was trained to predict mean opinion scores (MOS) as a measure of naturalness for voice-conversion, based on human judgments of MOS as the ground truth. The MOSNet system is free and open-source, and provides three different pre-trained models. Since voice conversion and TTS tasks are somewhat related, we were hopeful to apply the pre-trained models from MOSNet to our TTS system and data. However, in our preliminary experiments we found that the pre-trained VC models did not generalize well.
Automatic quality assessment is inherently very difficult. It requires a large dataset that has multiple speakers, and multiple systems, and must be consistently labeled with quality scores. As a machine learning task, previous work has shown that regression models will tend to learn an average score and that it is more difficult for the NN to predict high and low outliers [3] . A related problem comes from human judgments of quality. If human listeners are not exposed to a wide variety of poor and high quality speech during the listening test, there is a risk that many utterances will be marked "average". It is also widely accepted that MOS scores do not reflect the complex nature of a quality spectrum since the relationship between values and quality is not linear (i.e. the difference between MOS scores of 1 and 2 = difference between 3 and 4). There is no guarantee that a NN trained for one TTS system would generalize to another TTS system. In order to help our model generalize to new systems, we train on the ASVSpoof 2019 LA dataset because this dataset consists of 13 different systems (7 TTS, 3 TTS+VC, and 3 VC) that range in quality, and use the same speakers. More details about the LA dataset are provided in Section 3.1.
In this paper, we experiment with training different representations to find a MOS model that can generalize to our own multi-speaker TTS system. We build on previous work from [3] with the following contributions: We are particularly interested in finding a way to identify speakers who make the highest and lowest quality speech. In addition to the above, we also incorporate a ranking-based evaluation metric for our models and representations. This allows us to better understand how speakers compare to each other in a given system, or across multiple systems. We seek to identify a model and representation that predicts MOS scores with the highest correlation to human judgments, and also preserves the relative quality ranking of speakers.
Background

Estimating Synthetic Speech Quality
Speech quality estimation is an important area of research, especially for synthetic speech, and has garnered an incredible amount of attention recently. While automatic methods are well-motivated, this problem is inherently difficult due to variability in ground truth human judgments. MOS ratings are one of many de-contextualized TTS metrics. Ideally these listening tests would convey specific application contexts to calibrate to listeners expectations. That is why [5] calls for developing a set of best practices for TTS evaluation. Those best practices include a critical analysis the effectiveness of automatic speech quality tools, such as MOSNet [3] , QualityNet [4] , and Auto-MOS [6] .
Speech quality can be characterized in different ways. For example, in [7] they examined the perception of different types of artifacts that can occur during speech transmitted and lead to loss and degraded quality. Among these artifacts were 1) the presence of noise (circuit, background, or poor coding), 2) coloration from frequency response distortion, and 3) nonstationary distortions such as packet loss or clipping. They showed that a CNN-LSTM network could be trained to predict a MOS score for each of the three artifact types, with performance better than existing techniques using Pearson r correlation and root mean square error (RMSE) metrics.
Speech Representations
Many speech applications, including automatic quality assessment, make use of frame-based features. These are constructed using a sliding window across a speech spectrogram. Representations highlight or emphasize particular types of information. For example, some speech quality estimation may require representations that model phonemes (intelligibility) while others focus on modeling reverberation (naturalness). There is a gap in the research for sufficiently broad studies that compare representations to determine which ones are best for quality assessment.
The representations proposed in [8] show it is possible to train an x-vector extraction system to model different spoofing environments such as room size, reverberation time, and device quality. In that case, the embedding was trained to optimize detection of different artifacts and noise. Embeddings were obtained by passing an utterance forward through the trained xvector system. They showed these representations to be useful for detecting speech intercept spoofing attacks.
Speech-based CNN embeddings were proposed in [9] for the purpose of acoustic model adaptation. They showed that a deep CNN model trained on filter-bank features could learn information about speaker, gender, and channel noise. While they demonstrated CNN representations worked well for the original case of acoustic modeling, they also show that these embeddings could be applied to differentiate between acoustic conditions, which makes this representations applicable to our investigation.
In terms of image-based representations, the Deep Spectrum (DS) features are also generated from a deep CNN, how-ever in this case the model has been trained on a very large image dataset rather than speech data [10] . In this case a spectrogram is given as input, and the representation is provided as a vector containing activations from a particular layer in the network. These have proven useful for speech emotion recognition as well as analysis involving snoring noises [11] .
Data
We used different datasets for different purposes and pretraining. We used the ASVSpoof 2019 Logical Access Dataset for training our MOS prediction network. We used the ASVSpoof 2019 Physical Access Dataset to train our x-vector embeddings, which is described in more details in Section 3.3.2. Finally, we used the LibriTTS Dataset when training our own TTS system which is described in more details in Section 5.2.
ASVSpoof 2019 Dataset
The ASVSpoof 2019 Dataset 1 was designed for the Third Automatic Speaker Verification Spoofing and Countermeasures Challenge [12] . The goal of the challenge was to discriminate between genuine and spoofed speech samples. Two main types of attacks were considered in the challenge: Logical Access (LA) and Physical Access (PA). In both tasks, the datasets are derived from VCTK corpus 2 , comprising 107 speakers (46 males, 61 females). They are partitioned into three datasets (train/dev/eval) with non-overlapping speakers, with 20, 10, and 48 speakers in the datasets, respectively.
Logical Access (LA) Dataset
The LA track of the challenge centers on attacks with the use of state-of-the-art TTS and VC systems. The details of this dataset, including the 13 different TTS and VC systems, is described in [13] . For our work, we used the evaluation subset of the LA data, wherein each utterance had been rated for MOS quality scores on a scale of 1 (definitely machine) to 10 (definitely human). For the MOS test, listeners were instructed to imagine they are working at a call center and must determine if speech from an incoming call is human or machine [13] . Each utterance was rated with one MOS score, as the effort was to balance ratings between human and spoofed examples. In the data split we used similar proportions as [3] . Each split consisted of the same systems, but different speakers. Our test set had a total of 9 speakers with approximately 320 utterances per speaker evenly balanced across the 13 TTS/VC systems.
Physical Access (PA) Dataset
The PA track of the challenge addresses the countermeasures for replay spoofing attacks. The speech samples in this dataset are simulated, to assure controlled experimental conditions. Different environments (determined by room size, reverberation time, talker-to-ASV distance) and different attacks (determined by attacker-to-talker distance, replay device quality) are the factors of variation considered in the simulation.
LibriTTS Dataset
The LibriTTS dataset [2] is a subset corresponding to an improved version of the LibriSpeech dataset, originally collected for speech recognition tasks. LibriTTS was designed and re-leased by Google, aiming to be used for TTS applications, removing noisy data and normalizing text, among other improvements. It contains a wide range of speakers reading aloud books (e.g. audio-books). As each speaker can record themselves anywhere and with any equipment, there is a huge diversity of quality, channels and room noise through out the data. Despite the cleaning process the corpus was subject to, in our previous experiments with this data we have noticed how this variety of conditions can affect the TTS models.
Speech Representations
Since we were not able to find any studies that compared different types of input features or speech representations for this task, we explored 8 additional representations alongside our experiments that were used to re-train the original MOSNet. The frame-level features in the original MOSNet were extracted from a sliding window over the magnitude spectrogram of each utterance. We hypothesized that some of the artifacts which make speech sound less natural (or lower quality) might be found from image-based embeddings of the spectrogram if the representation can model very high resolution artifacts. And we hypothesized that TTS might have similar types of detectable artifacts, such as reverb, that could be modeled using x-vector embeddings.
Deep Spectrum (DS) Features
DS features are created by forwarding an utterance-level speech spectrogram through a very deep CNN that was originally trained for image-recognition tasks [10] . The neuron activations from a particular layer constitute the DS representation. For all of our DS representations we used the VGG19 model and output layer fc2, with 4096-dimensions. This particular layer was the default setting, and represents the second fully-connected layer (near the output layer) which comes after the deep convolutional layers 3 . This particular image-based representation has been proven useful for detecting sleep apneas and snoring [11] , essentially modeling very fine-grained types of vibrations at a high resolution. We thought the DS features may also capture nuanced variations in synthetic speech as well.
X-Vector Embeddings
In [8] they proposed to extract x-vectors that represent different environment and attack types. Building on this idea, we used the categorical labels of the PA training set as labels to train discriminative x-vector models. We train six x-vector extractors on the PA training set -we use the same architecture as in [14] . The models differ by the objective to differentiate between:
• speakers (xvec0),
• attacker-to-talker distance (xvec4),
• replay device quality (xvec5).
By training different x-vector embeddings we aim to capture the representations that encapsulate the differentiating features for the above characteristics. By comparing different x-vector types as the utterance embeddings for the task of automatic quality estimation, we can better understand the desired aspects of the optimal embeddings for this task. 3 https://github.com/DeepSpectrum/DeepSpectrum
Acoustic Model (AM) Embeddings
AM embeddings were proposed in [9] as utterance embeddings for AM adaptation in ASR, and further explored in [15] for the same task. They are extracted from five selected layers i = {3, 6, 9, 12, 15} of a deep CNN acoustic model trained with cross-entropy (CE) criterion. To extract the utterancelevel AM embedding, the representations at different layers i are merged and reduced to 512 dimensions with a PCA transform. We trained on the AMI multiparty meetings corpus [16] .
To extract the AM embeddings we fix the parameters and perform a forward pass for each utterance. We use those embeddings for automatic quality estimation in this work, since the embeddings in their raw form (i.e. using an unsupervised PCA transformation) are not extracted with the constraints to capture any specific characteristics, unlike the xvectors. The label supervision is not used in the AM embedding extraction. Therefore, they are potentially good generic utterance summaries, without imposing any specific characteristics.
We hypothesize that AM embeddings may be well-suited for automatic quality estimation, especially because it is still not clear how best to represent speech for this task. We base our hypothesis on findings in [9] , where the embeddings were evaluated in an acoustic condition verification task for the Aurora-4 dataset [17] . For 14 different acoustic conditions (different noise types and different microphones) the AM embeddings were better at differentiating between the acoustic condition classes than the i-vectors. We believe that this attribute of the embeddings can be useful for automatic quality estimation for TTS systems. On the other hand, in [9] the embeddings were worse than the i-vectors in a speaker verification task.
Experiments
The original MOSNet features and architectures were utilized, including the pre-trained VC models and re-trained models (on the LA dataset). In our experiments with new feature representations, we used a low-capacity CNN architecture. Our evaluation was based on the same metrics as reported in [3] , plus additionally we included Kendall Tau to evaluate ordinal ranking. Our goal in these experiments was to find a representation that could perform best, especially as no such comparisons have been made before. Our final experiments include analyzing the MOS predictions to characterize speakers, and we reflect on how well this approach generalizes to our own TTS system and dataset in a separate, held-out speaker analysis task in Section 5.
Neural Network Architectures
Original MOSNet
We used the original MOSNet neural network architecture described in detail in [3] , as well as the corresponding code 4 . Three different architectures were used: BLSTM, CNN, and CNN-BLSTM combination. Mainly, we used this in two different ways. First, we employed the pre-trained models that came with the code, which had been developed for MOS on the Voice Conversion Challenge 2018. This included one pretrained model for each architecture. Secondly, we experimented with re-training the entire network using the LA dataset. During this set of experiments, we used the original features and experimented only with batch size and the alpha (α) parameter from the loss function. For α, we tested values of: [0.0, 0.5, 1.0], noting that the default from [3] was 1.0. This parameter is a weighting of the loss at the frame-level compared to the loss at the utterance level. A value of 1.0 suggests that all frames in an utterance are equal.
Low-Capacity CNN
All of our other experiments, in which we compare 8 different representations of the speech, were based on a simple CNN architecture implemented with the Keras library [18] with Tensor-Flow backend [19] . The CNN consisted of the following layers:
We experimented with an optional batch normalization layer at the input. The MaxPooling pool size was set to 3. Each Conv1D layer used a kernel size of 10, with L2 regularization [20] and ReLU activation [21] . We used Adam optimizer [22] with learning rate lr = 0.0001, and early-stopping monitored by validation loss (Mean Square Error). The parameters that we tested were: batch normalization (on/off), L2 value [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1], dropout rate [0.1, 0.2, 0.3], number of filters [16, 32, 64, 128] , and batch size [16, 64, 128 ],
Metrics
We report four metrics when discussing the results of our experiments. Three of these metrics are also reported for VC-based MOSNet in [3] , so we can have a meaningful comparison especially because some of our experiments involve the MOSNet architecture. We also include a metric to evaluate rankings. Linear Correlation Coefficient (LCC) Also known as the Pearson correlation (r), this metric assumes that there is a linear relationship between variables which may or may not be accurate. The values range between −1 and +1, where a score of +1 would indicate a perfect correlation. However, this metric alone can sometimes give a high score even if there is not actually a strong correlation. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) The Spearman rank correlation (ρ) metric is monotonic which makes it potentially more useful than LCC. Similar to LCC, the values range between −1 and +1, where a score of +1 would indicate a perfect correlation. It does not have a precise interpretation but it is non-parametric so could model different kinds of relationships. For example, if the distribution of MOS scores in poor-quality TTS is focused around particular values, but there is more diversity in high-quality TTS systems. Mean Square Error (MSE) For this metric, we simply measure the error between the mean predicted MOS score and the mean true MOS score. As a standalone metric, the MSE is not ideal for this task because it fails to capture information about the distribution of scores. For example, if true and predicted scores tend toward a central distribution, a good (low) MSE score may miss characterizing high and low outliers. Kendall Tau Rank Correlation (KTAU) We also report Kendall tau (τ ) for the purpose of evaluating rankings. Specifically, we use tau-b [23] . The Kendall tau score tends to be more robust than Spearman ρ in terms of error sensitivity [24] . It is known to be useful for ordinal rankings. To calculate the Kendall tau values, we first calculate the mean predicted and mean true MOS score for each speaker or system (we report both). We then sort them to obtain true rankings and predicted rankings. The Kendall tau is then computed based on these ordinal rankings.
Best Model Selection
Given that there are several metrics reported, as well as different ways to aggregate results, we made some decisions about how to select our best performing model for each representation in our experiments. Of the metrics that were reported in previous work [3, 4, 6] we believe SRCC does best at capturing information about rank and distribution, although we recognize that no metric is perfect. When selecting our best model configuration for each representation in the experiments, we based our decision on SRCC aggregated at the speaker-level because our end goal is to understand how different speakers contribute to the overall quality of our multi-speaker TTS system, rather than compare systems. At the same time, we do report the metrics aggregated at the system-level even though these did not influence our model selection. This allows us to compare to previous work, which did not report results for speakers.
System-Level Aggregation
One of the reasons for aggregating predictions at the systemlevel is to characterize an entire system, and compare systems with one another. By aggregating scores at this level, the lowquality systems (such as A08 HMM-based TTS) will stand out from the high-quality TTS systems (such as A10 WaveRNN TTS). Thus the correlation metrics are measuring if the NN can characterize the average quality of a given system. A high correlation value at the system-level can be interpreted to mean that the NN effectively separates low-quality and high-quality systems. We expect that a high correlation score also means that our NN model can generalize well to new systems.
Speaker-Level Aggregation
When we aggregate scores at the speaker-level, this allows us to see how particular speakers perform in a particular system, or more generally across multiple systems. We might observe, for example, that some speakers always generate higher quality speech. In that case, we could make some inferences about how that speaker might do in a new TTS system -which is one of our goals for this work. Similarly, we may identify particular speakers who always produce low-quality speech in any TTS system, so that we could avoid those speakers in the future.
Results
The results from our experiments are shown in Table 1 . For each feature representation, the best model and parameters were selected based on highest speaker-Level SRCC score (yellow). We also highlight the system-level SRCC score (pink). We identified the overall best representation as xvec5 (blue) because of the high SRCC scores at both system-level and speaker-level, as well as the very high Kendall tau score for ranking speakers.
Overall, many of the representations demonstrate similar performance for our chosen metrics. For example, at first glance there appears to be only minor differences between re-trained LA-CNN and the DS representation. As a regression task, the DS representation yields a lower MSE which may suggest that the predicted MOS values are closer to target. The DS representation appears to perform well at the system-level, however it is not good at the speaker-level. Therefore several representations stand out that are clearly not suited for distinguishing quality for either systems or speakers: pre-trained VC-CNN, xvec0, xvec2 and xvec3. The xvec5 representation (highlighted blue in Table 1 ) provided the highest Kendall tau score for speakers. We further examined the ranking distributions for individual speakers persystem. From the ground-truth MOS scores, we focused on the following two systems:
Representations
• A08: poorest quality system, HMM-based TTS (M OSmean = 1.79)
• A10: highest quality system, WaveRNN TTS (M OSmean = 5.58)
From Figure 1 we see the individual speakers for each of the best and worst LA systems. Speaker 0048 has the highest overall MOS ratings across all systems in the LA dataset, while speaker 0040 has the lowest. We observe from Figure 1 that the relative relationship between speaker qualities is preserved. Speaker 0048 is always predicted to perform better than speaker 0040 on average. Of course this difference is relative within a particular TTS system. The worst speakers in A10 are as good as, or better, than the best speakers in A08. Since these relationships between speakers are relative to a given TTS system, it would not be possible to generalize across all speakers and all systems in the LA dataset -that is why we observe a negative Kendall tau score of −0.156 for the system-level xvec5 representation.
Another important note is that the average MOS scores for speakers within a given system are not particularly spread out. Consider that the range of true MOS scores for A10 is similar to the range of true MOS scores for A08. While this is very helpful for characterizing systems, it does little for characterizing particular speakers. Therefore we recommend that future discussions about speaker characterization be kept within the context of a particular TTS system.
In the LA dataset, the average system based on median MOS score was A11 with M OSmean = 2.41 (encoderdecoder sequence modeling TTS with attention). And the average system based on mean MOS score was A07 with M OSmean = 3.65 (Merlin DNN SPSS with speaker codes and WORLD vocoder).
Speaker Analysis
Our experiments with different representations have so far shown that we can use a NN to predict MOS scores such that we can differentiate one system from another. In this section we further expand our analysis to characterize speakers, as well as to explore how well our MOS models can generalize to our own multi-speaker TTS system. The selection of best and worst was based on average ground-truth MOS scores. The system A10 (WaveRNN TTS) was rated by humans as the best system in the LA dataset, while A08 (HMMbased TTS) was rated as the worst.
Characterizing Speakers from LA dataset
Our NN correctly predicts that speakers 0046, 0047, and 0048 will tend to have higher MOS scores than other speakers, especially for neural TTS systems (A12, A15, A10). Our system also correctly predicts that speakers 0040, 0042, and 0044 will tend to have lower MOS scores compared to the other speakers. We observe this consistently when we use our NN trained with the xvec5 representation, and demonstrate this finding in Figure 2 . This plot shows that speaker 0040 true and predicted MOS scores are generally lower than those same scores for speaker 0048. Therefore we could suggest that speaker 0048 is contributing to a performance increase for most systems -for ground-truth and predicted MOS.
Multi-Speaker Seq-to-Seq TTS
We trained a TTS system using the Deep Convolutional TTS (DCTTS) [25] , implemented in Ophelia [26] , a sequence-tosequence with attention model. We trained a multi-speaker system on a subset of 60 hrs from the LibriTTS corpus [2] , made of 37000 utterances and 145 speakers. Ophelia/DCTTS cor- Table 2 : Speaker-level prediction results on Ophelia/LibriTTS synthetic speech. The performance shown here is based on models that were originally trained on the LA dataset (as reported in Table 1 ) before being used to evaluate our multi-speaker TTS from Ophelia/LibriTTS. Model xvec5 for Best/Worst LA Speakers Figure 2 : Comparison of two speakers from the LA dataset. The selection of best (0048) and worst (0040) speakers was based on average ground-truth MOS scores. We also note each speaker's performance on the best (A10) and worst (A08) TTS systems.
responds to a state-of-the-art, fast trainable TTS system, and therefore a good choice among the current architectures [27] . As mentioned in section 3.2, the diversity present in the Lib-riTTS dataset makes it a good candidate to test our automatic evaluation system.
Our overall goal has been to automatically evaluate the quality of our own multi-speaker TTS system. The relevance of running such evaluation automatically stems from the fact that our system can generate 145 speakers, however, it would be quite costly to evaluate multiple samples from each one of them into a full standard listening test. An automatic evaluation would give us an idea of the best and worst speakers, and likewise later select them according to the purposes of our evaluation.
Our MOS test
Ideally, our NN would be able to predict MOS scores so reliably that we would not need to conduct listening tests in our lab on a regular basis. We needed to examine whether or not our models could be used on our own TTS system. We conducted a small MOS test to verify this. We attempted to replicate aspects of the MOS tests that were performed when rating the LA dataset. For example, we used the same scale of 1-10 for naturalness. We advised our listeners that some speech samples could be from a machine or a human, however our listeners were only presented with TTS speech. The instructions were given as: "Rate the following speech samples based on whether or not they sound more like a human (10) or a machine (1) . Consider that some samples may sound like a human but have a poor quality of recording or other noise.". These instructions were slightly different than the instructions used for rating the LA dataset due to the content and meaning of the Harvard Sentences, as it would not appropriately fit into a "call center" type of scenario.
The test materials consisted of 20 TTS speakers who were selected randomly from the 145 used for training. For each speaker, we synthesized the first 100 Harvard Sentences 5 . We recruited 20 human listeners, aged 18 or over, from the University of Edinburgh community. All of our human listeners self-identified as a native-speaker, or near-native speaker of English. Each human subject provided a MOS score (on a scale of 1-10), for 100 utterances. These were balanced across the 20 synthetic speakers, and randomized. Therefore, in line with the LA dataset ratings, each utterance was marked only once. To present the MOS test to our human listeners, we used a simple web-based interface from [28] 
Characterizing Speakers from the LibriTTS Dataset
Similar to our earlier analysis of speakers in Section 5.1, we visualized our MOS predictions in Figure 3 . In this figure, we have highlighted the best (4957), worst (2971) and average/mean (78) as determined from the human judgments. Most obvious is that while the human judgments reflect a spread over a range of MOS scores, our best NN model still only predicted MOS scores within a central distribution. This indicates that our approach for predicting MOS is not reliable. However the model can learn to rank the relative speaker quality (i.e. speaker 4957 is predicted to be higher quality than 2971).
Summary
Speaker analysis, which had not been done previously, has allowed us to examine the MOS prediction task from a new angle. The ability to rank speakers is potentially very useful for numerous development and evaluation tasks. Another finding that caught our attention in Table 2 is that the pre-trained VC-CNN MOSNet model appears to perform better on our Ophelia TTS system, than our re-trained LA-CNN -at least according to the LCC and SRCC metrics. We identified two TTS systems from the LA dataset which the pre-trained VC-CNN model performed best, and not surprisingly one of them is a similar architecture to our Ophelia TTS (A11: encoder-decoder using sequence-to-sequence modeling with attention). We identified system A12 from the LA dataset which had the most similar performance to our Opehlia/LibriTTS. We further observed that for both of these TTS systems, our NN could rank best/worst True MOS Label speakers, though the ability to rank could be greatly improved for both. This relationship is visualized in Figure 4 . Also importantly, we noted that for the true MOS labels, our Ophelia/TTS system could produce speakers who are similar quality to the WaveNetTTS speakers. Of course, these two systems underwent different MOS tests at different times, therefore we believe a new approach to scoring is a needed research direction. : WaveNet and Ophelia side-by-side -our TTS system can produce some speakers with high quality comparable to WaveNet TTS. In both cases it is difficult to automatically rate the quality given this very small positive correlation. Selectively synthesizing particular speakers could artificially boost the overall MOS score for any system.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has described our work and analysis towards achieving a method that we can use to reliably rate our TTS quality automatically. Having such a capability would save resources, such as time and costs, and would otherwise facilitate rapid analysis and evaluation. It is important to note that based on our analysis of re-training the MOSNet architecture on the LA dataset, we find that the technique overall is sound. However we could not train the models to generalize well to a new dataset and system, as we demonstrated with our Ophelia/LibriTTS experiments. From this outcome, we might suggest including a pre-trained MOSNet model, using a relevant dataset when releasing a new TTS system, or to simply re-train a MOSNet when switching from one dataset to the next.
Further, the research direction of relative quality rankings seems very useful. Instead of predicting a MOS score during a regression task, one could instead predict relative rankings akin to A/B testing. This would potentially require a different set of metrics and a different loss function as well. Another related problem that this could be used for, is to pre-select speakers for TTS training based on the quality of their recordings. While the LibriTTS dataset underwent some cleaning [2] , it is widely accepted that some speakers in the dataset are better-suited for TTS than others, and we need a way to identify them.
Finally, from our experiments on the LA dataset, we know that some embeddings seem to do better at characterizing TTS systems very well (DS) whereas others tend to characterize speakers (xvec5). We propose to further investigate the design of the optimal embeddings to represent utterances for automatic quality estimation. The results in this work have revealed some of the desired properties of such embeddings, e.g. x-vectors for the device quality were superior to all other x-vectors. Based on those findings, the other embeddings can be altered such that they capture more differentiating features w.r.t. the device quality. This could be done by applying an LDA transform, supervised by the device quality labels, to the embeddings. We leave those experiments as future work.
